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People have been using cameras for decades. Spy Camera or Hidden Camera is a type of camera.
It is very small in size and can be fitted anywhere in the room or hall to record the things which are
running over there. Generally, it is used to detect unauthorized activities like â€“ theft or any criminal
activities. Some of the businessmen use it to run their business smoothly.

Spy Cameras are used by Government agencies like CIA or detective agencies to find the facts and
truth. The spy cameras used by these agencies are a little bit costly, so everyone can not buy it.
But, when we think over the requirements, it is very clear that a simple user does not require such
expensive and high sensitive cameras. Thinking over the requirements of general users, we have
manufactured these four types of spy cameras which are very cheap and suitable for the needs of
average users.

1. The screw cameraâ€”It can be fitted anywhere in the room or hall where there is a screw and nobody
will ever notice that there's actually a mini spy camera hidden inside it. The best version is a
wireless spy camera which includes a twelve hour battery pack that's rechargeable and requires no
wires or cords to plug-in.

2. The button cameraâ€”It includes 6 buttons altogether so you can re-do buttons on a shirt with one of
the buttons that has a spy camera inside. The button camera has also version of wireless mini spy
camera which is absolutely the best with a ten hour rechargeable battery pack. It is indeed a perfect
camera to record the mobility in the room.

3. Wall Clock hidden cameraâ€”This is the most common and an advanced spy small camera types. It
is one of the most demandable hidden cameras in the market today. It is just like a standard quartz
wall clock. Some options include black-and-white or color transmission. It can be wired or wireless.
The wireless models include a 2.4 to 2.8 GHz receiver to get the pictures and of course there's a
transmitter inside to send the video.

4. The baby monitor cameraâ€”It is a must device for new mothers. It is just like a cute little toy or
cuddly dog with a hidden camera inside that transmits signals to a hand-held portable LCD monitor
that you can carry around the house. This does not record. But it allows you to see what's going on
wherever the puppy dog is.
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Milla Howse - About Author:
Our mini spy camera has helped many people keep eye things they otherwise would not have been
able to see. Totaltimetracker.com is your resource for digital equipment like a portable spy camera,
a attendance machine and a wireless CCTV camera.
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